Plasma environment at the dawn flank of Jupiter’s magnetosphere: Juno arrives at Jupiter
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Abstract This study examines the first observations from the Jovian Auroral Distributions Experiment (JADE) as the Juno spacecraft arrived at Jupiter. JADE observations show that Juno crossed the bow shock at 08:16 UT on 2016 day of year (DOY) 176 and magnetopause at 21:20 on DOY 177, with additional magnetopause encounters until 23:39 on DOY 181. JADE made the first detailed observations of the plasma environment just inside the dawn flank of the magnetopause. We find subcorotational ions and variable electron beaming, with multiple flux tubes of varying plasma properties. Ion composition shows a dearth of heavy ions; protons dominate the plasma, with only intermittent, low fluxes of O++ and S+++, along with traces of O++ and S++. We also find very little H$_3^+$ or He++, which are expected for an ionospheric plasma source. A few heavy ion bursts occur when the radial field nears reversal, but many other such reversals are not accompanied by heavy ions.

1. Introduction

The Juno spacecraft arrived at Jupiter and was inserted into a polar orbit on 5 July 2016 (Day of Year—DOY 187; all dates/ times UT). The Jovian Auroral Distributions Experiment (JADE) [McComas et al., 2013] measured the inbound solar wind, magnetosheath, and magnetospheric plasmas until it was turned off on DOY 181, 23:50 at 73 RJ (Jovian radii; all distances from planet center), 6 days before orbital insertion. JADE comprises both ion (JADE-I) and electron (JADE-E) spectrometers with high sensitivity and excellent spatial coverage, which provide ion composition measurements from 0.01 to 50 keV/q and electron measurements from 0.1 to 100 keV, respectively.

Prearrival reviews of the Jovian magnetospheric plasma environment have recently been provided relevant to JADE observations [McComas et al., 2013] and to the Juno magnetosphere measurements more generally [Bagenal et al., 2014]. In this study, we provide the earliest observations taken by JADE as it arrived at Jupiter and show the upstream solar wind environment as Juno approached Jupiter, the bow shock, magnetosheath crossing, multiple magnetopause encounters, and the first detailed observations of the plasma environment just inside the dawn flank of the magnetopause.

2. Solar Wind and Magnetosheath

JADE-I was powered on at 445 RJ on 2016 DOY 136 and observed the solar wind off the dawn flank of Jupiter continuously for the ~40 days before encountering the Jovian bow shock. Over this time, JADE observed six jumps in the solar wind speed indicative of shocks or compressional waves in the solar wind. Figure 1 shows these and provides the dates, times, locations, and approximate speed jumps for each of the solar wind shocks/waves as Juno approached Jupiter. Prior studies have examined the statistical properties of the solar wind around the distance of Jupiter and their likely effects on the Jupiter interaction [Jackman and Arridge, 2011; Ebert et al., 2014]. However, solar wind variations are large enough that good comparisons with other...
Jovian observations can only be made when there is local, in situ solar wind data, such as that provided in this study. Thus, the timing of the structures shown in Figure 1 should be used to compare with remote observations of the Jovian aurora taken as Juno approached Jupiter [e.g., Nichols et al., 2017].

As Juno approached Jupiter from the dawn flank (~6 h local time), it was in the foreshock region of Jupiter’s immense bow shock. Over this time, the solar wind was traveling ~400 km s\(^{-1}\) and looked typical for ~5 AU solar wind [McComas et al., 2000; Ebert et al., 2010, 2014] until DOY 173 at 5:03, when it crossed the last shock/wave structure. After that, the solar wind speed continued to rise, which is unusual in the solar wind and not expected from the interaction with Jupiter, where foreshock regions generally exhibit slowed flows owing to the interaction with backstreaming particles (the foreshock is the region upstream from a planetary bow shock that is populated by charged particles either reflected at the shock or leaking upstream from the magnetosheath or the magnetosphere and traveling upstream along the magnetic field—e.g., see the ISEE Upstream Waves and Particles special issue of JGR: vol. 86(A6), 1981). During the approach on DOY 167, a Hot Flow Anomaly (HFA) [Schwartz et al., 2000] was also observed. HFAs are cavities of heated and decelerated solar wind plasma, and this is the first HFA observed at Jupiter [Valek et al., 2017].

Figure 2a shows the approach trajectory and color-coded regions identified by JADE. Figures 2b–2e show the corresponding JADE ion and electron spectrograms. Juno crossed the Jovian bow shock at 08:16 UT on DOY 176, as indicated by the slowing and heating of the bulk ions (Figure 2b). In the magnetosheath, JADE observed slowing (lower average energy) and heating of solar wind plasma. Figure 2 shows this temperature increase, both in the broadening of the proton time-energy distribution (Figure 2b) and by sheath plasma being detected over a larger spread of detectors covering look directions (ion anodes) 4–7 (Figure 2c). Anode 4 views along the spin axis in the sunward direction, anodes 7 and 8 look along the spin plane, and anode 11 along the spin axis in the antisunward direction. These look directions indicate flows deflected ~15°–35° away from the antisunward flow seen in the solar wind; this is consistent with the diversion of the magnetosheath around the Jovian magnetopause. Measurements through the magnetosheath reflect the plasma conditions produced upstream at the Jovian bow shock. Over its dawnside magnetosheath transit, JADE observed periods of both stable and highly variable plasma distributions. For example, from 18:00 to 18:45 on DOY 176 (indicated by arrow in Figure 2b), JADE encountered plasma distributions with large density and velocity variations, potentially due to a transition upstream from quasi-perpendicular to quasi-parallel shock conditions.
After Juno traversed the magnetosheath, it first encountered the Jovian magnetopause at 20:29 UT on DOY 177 at ~114 $R_J$. After roughly 3 days of continuous magnetospheric observations, Juno crossed back into the magnetosheath and then crossed back and forth two additional times and remained in the magnetosheath all the way into 73 $R_J$, where it finally crossed back into the magnetosphere at 23:39 on DOY 181, just before being turned off prior to orbit insertion. These observations indicate that the solar wind ram pressure must have increased significantly near the end of DOY 180, compressing the magnetosphere to an unusually small size. We note that a magnetopause distance of 73 $R_J$ at the dawn flank scales to a standoff distance directly upstream of only ~56 $R_J$, which is below the 10th percentile of standoff distances determined from previous missions [e.g., Joy et al., 2002]; in contrast, the first crossing at ~114 $R_J$ scales to ~81 $R_J$ at the nose. In all, JADE identified seven complete dawnside magnetopause crossings (four in and three back out) over its arrival trajectory. There were also several partial crossings [see Ebert et al., 2017]; these authors also used JADE data to show that there were accelerated ion flows and particle acceleration associated with the magnetic field shears at some of the magnetopause crossings, indicating magnetic reconnection and a locally open magnetopause.

3. Outer Dawn Magnetosphere

Inside the magnetosphere, count rates are significantly lower and show a primary ion population with energies ~4–40 keV (Figure 2b). Plasma flows in the outer magnetosphere can be determined from the distribution of counts observed on the various ion sensor anodes (Figure 2c). In contrast to the generally antisunward flows in the solar wind and magnetosheath, maxima in look directions/ion anodes 9–11 indicate generally...
sunward flows. For these dawnside observations (~6 h local time), this indicates motion consistent with the corotational direction for the plasma observed throughout the entire region from ~114 to 74 RJ. Measurement of plasma properties in this region where the magneto-spheric plasma sheet merges into a boundary layer inside the dawn magnetopause is a major goal of the Juno mission. Juno data from this approach trajectory and subsequent orbits will address debates about the relative roles of rotation versus the solar wind in driving the dynamics of Jupiter’s giant magnetosphere (see review by Bagenal et al. [2014]). The dominance of the corotational influence out to the magnetopause has also been seen in Saturn’s magnetosphere, which is similarly characterized by a strong planetary field and rapid rotation [e.g., Thomsen et al., 2010].

Near the end of the sheath interval, at 16:31 UT on 2016 DOY 177, the JADE electron instrument was turned on and fortuitously observed the first magnetopause crossing and then a significant region of the dawnside magnetosphere. JADE-E was only turned on for ~43.5 h before being turned off again. Electron observations over the magnetospheric interval show that energies are typically a few keV (Figure 2d). The magnetic field is roughly radial at these times (see below—Figure 4d) so the observed distributions are generally field aligned and show counterstreaming electron beams; these beams are often quite narrow but are variable and sometimes broaden (Figure 2e).

The variability of the outer magnetospheric plasma is evident in Figure 2, in both the electron and ion data. This variability and the discontinuous changes in the plasma distributions indicate that the dawnside of the outer magnetosphere sampled by JADE is filled with multiple flux tubes with differing plasma properties. These flux tubes are mixed together and generally move sunward, which is the corotational direction on the dawnside.

To examine the ion composition in the outer dawn magnetosphere, we analyzed the time-of-flight (TOF) data. Figure 3 shows the integrated counts over the entire outer magnetospheric interval (blue indicated regions in Figure 2) as a function of $E/q$ and TOF. Curves for various mass per charge ($m/q$) “species” are indicated by the labeled curves. This plot provides a number of important results for the outer dawn magnetosphere: (1) protons are by far the most abundant species compared to both other light ions and all heavy ions in the JADE energy range, unlike prior plasma observations taken closer to Jupiter (<40 RJ) in the plasma disk (see reviews by Khurana et al. [2004] and Bagenal et al. [2014]); (2) a lack of He+ and Hþ, which are expected from atmospheric models. Similarly, the iogenic heavy ions are also far less abundant than protons across this region of the magnetosphere, at least in the JADE energy range.

While only counts are shown in Figure 3, we note that the efficiencies for detecting heavy and light ions are quite similar (differing by much less than a factor of 2), so the light ions clearly dominate the heavies in the JADE observations. Finally, we note that the JADE team has developed a new analysis technique that allows the separation of O+ and S++ for the first time. This technique will be critical for finally resolving the relative abundance of these two ions, which is an important issue unresolved by earlier Voyager observations and...
critical to understanding the relative magnetospheric ion sources, losses, and composition [e.g., McComas et al., 2017, and references therein].

In Figure 4, we include information from the JADE-I heavy ion channel. This channel, like the light ion channel, is produced autonomously on board the spacecraft and sums counts that lie in specific regions of E/q-TOF space (Figure 3) (see McComas et al. [2013], for details). As such, the heavy ion channel provides high cadence information about heavy ion abundance and also includes some backgrounds; here we use it more qualitatively to see how variable the heavy ion observations are and to look for correlation with the magnetic field information.

The ratio (Figure 4c) of counts in the heavy (Figure 4b) to light (Figure 4a) ion channels shows that the heavy ion content varies substantially along the path of Juno through the outer Jovian magnetosphere. While most of the time, there are very few heavy ions, significant “bursts” of heavy ions occur on DOY 179 around 2:45, DOY180 from 18:00 to 20:00, and DOY 181 around 13:40. Figure 4d shows the ratio of the radial component of the magnetic field ($B_r/B$) to the field magnitude ($|B|$) as measured by Juno’s magnetometer [Connerney et al., 2017].

Figure 4 shows that the intensifications of heavy ions occur at times when $B_r/B$ is near zero, and thus, when Juno is closer to the magnetic field reversal in the plasma disk. This is not surprising since copious heavy ions have been seen on prior missions inside the plasma disk. On the other hand, there are many other times when $B_r/B$ drops to low values that do not show significant heavy ion enhancements, at least within JADE’s energy range.

4. Discussion

In this study, we have examined the JADE measurements from Juno’s arrival at Jupiter. These observations comprise ~46 days before the Juno instruments were shut off prior to orbit insertion on DOY 187, 2016. JADE observations clearly identify six shock/wave structures in the solar wind, which should be used to compare to remote observations of the Jovian aurora taken prior to Juno’s arrival. Juno crossed the bow shock on
DOY 176 at 08:16 and then made multiple magnetopause crossings, spanning a range from ~114 to 73 $R_J$ crossings near the end of the interval indicate that a strong compression of the magnetosphere occurred late on DOY 180 and the magnetosphere remained highly compressed through DOY 181.

We also provide the first detailed observations of the magnetospheric plasma environment just inside the dawn flank of the magnetopause. We find that this region is filled with numerous, different flux tubes with varying populations of electrons and ions and discontinuous changes between the flux tubes of differing plasma properties. Similar variability in thermal plasma was observed in the inner plasma sheet by Voyager [McNutt et al., 1981; Bagenal et al., 2017]. Such structure is also frequently seen in Saturn’s outer magnetosphere [e.g., Richardson, 1986; Gombosi et al., 2009] and may be a consequence of the operation of the centrifugally driven flux tube interchange instability [e.g., Thomsen et al., 2015].

The dominance of protons in the ion composition observed in the dawn flank of the Jovian outer magnetosphere is important in two ways. First, the lack of discernible $H_2$ ions and little if any $He^+$ ions is surprising in that both were expected to be present from high-latitude atmospheric escape and atmospheric chemistry [e.g., Nagy et al., 1986]. In addition, while we observed some heavy ionogenic ions such as $O^+/S^{++}$, as well as $O^{++}$ and $S^{+++}$, the abundances observed are again far lower than that of the protons.

While most of the time JADE observed very few heavy ions in the dawnside outer Jovian magnetosphere, there were several brief intervals with a substantial fraction of heavy ions compared to the light ions. These correlated with times that Juno was at lower magnetic latitudes as indicated by small $B_y/|B|$ ratios and likely in or at least near the outer extension of the plasma disk.

A key result of these new observations is the dearth of heavy ions except during a few specific intervals at lower magnetic latitudes. We would thus conclude that this is likely due to a centrifugal separation by ion mass along the Jovian magnetic flux tubes sampled. On the other hand, a number of other intervals of low $B_y/|B|$ showed no enhancements of heavy ions. This suggests that the heavy ions on these flux tubes may have high temperatures that take them out of the JADE energy range, or they may have been depleted through some loss mechanism, possibly by preferential release of heavy ions down the dawn flank of the Jovian magnetotail [McComas et al., 2017].

Observations at Saturn [e.g., Thomsen et al., 2015] have demonstrated that reconnection of plasma-loaded flux tubes circulating through the magnetotail [e.g., Vasyliunas, 1983] results in the preferential loss of heavy ions, which are centrifugally confined to the equatorial region of the flux tube, i.e., the portion that is pinched off and released downstream as a plasmoid. The lighter ions, which normally extend to higher latitudes, remain on the returning closed flux as it snaps back toward the inner magnetosphere, resulting in light ion-rich plasma on flux tubes that have participated in night side reconnection (the so-called “cushion region”) at Jupiter [Kivelson and Southwood, 2005; Went et al., 2011]). Subsequent interchange between these depleted flux regions and the region inward of them that has not encountered the reconnection region can then redistribute the heated, light ion-rich plasma deeper into the magnetosphere [Thomsen et al., 2015].

Even just a few weeks of prearrival data and a few days of plasma observations as Juno entered the dawn flank of the Jovian magnetosphere have shown that JADE is providing outstanding observations that are key to understanding Jupiter’s complex and fascinating magnetosphere.
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